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1. SEPARABLE MODULES AND PREPROJECTIVE MODULES 
In this paper all modules are unital right modules over finite-dimensional 
algebras over algebraically closed fields, K.
A submodule L of a module N is said to be a pure submodule of N if L is 
a direct sumand of M whenever L t M c N and M/L is finite-dimensional. 
A module L is pure-injective if whenever L is pure in M, it is a direct 
summand of M. A module N is pure-projective if every exact sequence 
0 4 L + M 4 N -+ 0 with L pure in M splits. The following proposition is 
easy to prove: 
PROPOSITION A (cf. 12, Proposition 1.11). A module is pure-projective if 
and only if it is a direct sum of finite-dimensional modules. 
This paper is a complement to [12] where extensions of pure-projective 
modules by pure-projective modules were investigated. Here the emphasis 
is on submodules of pure-projective modules. It should be noted right away 
that submodules, even pure submodules, of pure-projective modules over 
finite-dimensional algebras need not be pure-projective. S parable modules 
became important in our attempt to Iind some extra structure to pure sub- 
modules of pure-projective modules. By [4, Corollary 21 a finite-dimen- 
sional algebra, R, for which submodules of pure-projective modules are 
pure-projective isnecessarily of finite type; i.e., R has only finitely many 
isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional indecomposable modules. Since 
every module over an algebra of finite type is pure-projective [15, 
Corollary 4.41 it will be tacitly assumed in this paper that our algebras are 
not of finite type. However, they will be the next best thing, viz., hereditary 
and of tame type. See [14] for a precise definition. 
There is a torsion theory for modules over tame hereditary algebras. The 
details can be found in [S] or [14] but we shall recall enough of the 
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materiai to make the theorems proved here understandable without any of 
the above references on hand. There are three types of indecomposabie 
finite-dimensional modules: preprojective, preinjective, and regular. The 
first wo are constructed from projective modules and injective modufes. 
An arbitrary module M is said to be prq~nje~*fi~e ifevery nonzero sub- 
module of M has a linite-dimensional preprojective direst summand; M is 
;~~i~rj~rtie if it is a direct sum of finite-dimensional preinjective moduies: 
:\I is teguiur if it has no nonzero preprojeccive or prelnjecrive direcr 
jummand. A finite-dimensional module is said to be torsion ii‘ it has nc 
nonzero preprojective direct summand. Let rJ-the to~~-siot~ .wtnxdu!2 of 
-El-be the submodule of :I4 generated by the unite-d~rne~s~o~a~ rorsicn 
submoduies of 114. An arbitrary module M is said to be t~sion if M= ;3P, 
and ro:sion+ee if I&I= 0. At this point, the introduction to [f 21 is 
germane. There the above concepts arc given a concrete interpretation for 
Kronecker algebras. 
From Proposition A and the above dcfinitlons we reaoiiy deduce 
Proposition I3 k 
I: follows from Propositions B and C that torsion-free pure-projective 
modules are preprojective, Proposition 2.4 characterizes ik preprojective 
modules that are pure-projective. W  shall need the concept of a hou;r&d 
moduie in the proofs of Proposition 2.4 and several other results. Let ~!(n.Yi 
be the dimension of the R-module TIN as a K-vector space. The module M is 
sold to be of boma’ed i~~decotnposable dimension, M is bid Bohr short, if every 
nonzero submodule of R4 has a finite-dimensional direct ssmmand and 
there is a positive integer 12 such that d(L) <n whenever L is an indecom- 
posable direct summand of 34 A module it4 is said to be :‘?o~n:i’rd f M is 
bid and the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable direct summands 
of M of any given dimension is finite. This definition of ‘“bounded” agrees 
in the Kronecker module case with that given in [ll and as in [I P ] it is 
tailormade for the following result: a bounded module is pure-projective 
and pure-lnjective (Corollary 2.3). 
A torsion-free module M is separable if every finik subset of M is con- 
tained in a finite-dimensional direct summand of -44~ Ii is immediate that a 
direct sum of separable modules is separable and a torsion-free pure-pro- 
jective module is separable. We show in Proposition 3.2 that a countable- 
dimensional separabk module is pure-projective. A separable module is a 
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pure submodule of a direct product of indecomposable preprojective 
modules (Proposition 3.1). The converse is true-at least for Kronecker 
algebras (Theorem 3.9). Immediate corollaries of this result are 
(i) a separable module is preprojective, 
(ii) a direct product of separable Kronecker modules is separable, 
(iii) a pure submodule, in particular a direct summand, of a 
separable Kronecker module, is separable. 
By way of comparison we note that torsion-free pure-projective modules 
have Property (i), by Proposition C, but not necessarily Properties (ii) 
and (iii), after replacing “separable” by “torsion-free pure-projective.” 
Proposition 2.1 provides examples of direct products of torsion-free pure- 
projective modules that are pure-projective. A pure submodule of a 
pure-projective module is always pure-projective if and only if the algebra 
is countable [3, Theorem 3.41. 
The following inclusions are shown below to be proper: 
{pure projective modules} c {separable modules} 
c (preprojective modules}. cli 
A non-pure-projective pur submodule N of a pure-projective module is an 
example of a separable module that is not pure-projective. As already 
remarked such a module N always exists if the algebra is uncountable. A 
more concrete xample is a direct product of infinitely many non- 
isomorphic indecomposable preprojective Kronecker modules. As noted in 
[ 13) it is not even an extension of a pure-projective module by a pure-pro- 
jective module. In [ 11, Example 1.51 there is an example of a countable- 
dimensional submodule N of a torsion-free pure-projective module with N 
not pure-projective. By Propositions B and C, N is preprojective. 
Proposition 3.2 implies that N is not separable. The module N is also an 
example of a submodule of a separable module that is not separable. 
The example in [ 12, p. 2841 of a countable-dimensional extension N of a 
pure-projective module by a pure-projective module with N not pure-pro- 
jective s rves everal other purposes; e.g., (a) N is a nonseparable extension 
of a separable module by a separable module, (b) N is a preprojective 
module that is not a submodule of a direct product of indecomposable 
preprojective modules. The separability of a direct product of indecom- 
posable preprojective Kronecker modules makes the proof of [ 12, p. 2841 
work for (b) as well. We now give a summary of what happens to sub- 
modules, pure submodules, direct sums, direct products, and extensions of
the torsion-free modules we have discussed. The summary below says, for 
instance, that while a submodule of a pure-projective module need not be 
pure-projective t is Baer and preprojective. A module M is Baer if 
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Ext(M. T) = 0 for all torsion modles T (see 1131 for more details). A direct 
product of Baer modules does not fall into any of the classes we hare 
discussed. Below, pp, sep, and prep stand for pure-projective, separable, 
and preprojective, respectively. 
Submodules Pure submodules Direct sums Direct products Ex:ensions 
PP Baer and prep Baer and ( * ‘sep PP sep’*l Baer and prer, 
seI; prep sep’* ; scp sep’ * ! p:ep 
Prep prep prep prep Prep iv 
Saer Baer Baer Baer Baer 
* Proved here on11 for Kronecker modules. 
2. PROOFS 0F THE RESULTS 0~ P~RE-~ROJE~~E MODULUS 
We recall facts that will be used constanrly: an R-module M is pure- 
injective ifand only if P ext(N, M) = 0 for all R-modules N; for any 
indexing set I, P ext( N, ni, I M,) = lJ, P ext(A. Mi); a ~~ite-d~rne~s~o~a~ 
moduie is pure-injective. For proofs, see [IS] or [14]. The first 
proposition i this ection is really a collection of observations. 
Ptoqf Let M be a finite-dimensional module over 
sional algebra. R. From [ 1, 28.4, 19.20, and Ex, 17.2 
R 2 ej R or @ 2~lrdJ R according to whether J is finite orinfinite. Also 
.! A) @ M 2 nJ 121. From this and (0, I?) @I M z Oi M we obtain that 
Ms Oj M or @PDF M. So n, III is pure-projective and pure-injective. 
Since 0, M is a direct summand of GJZ~eid, M 2 r M it is pure-injective. 
The proposition now follows from the hypothesis {Mi: iE I), lkle ab 
remarks, and the remarks preceding the statement of the proposition. 
Pro@Y One direction follows from the definition fprojectivity. Sup-
pose Ext(M7 R) = 0. Since R is hereditary M has a projective resolution f
the form 
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Since K is a direct summand of 0, R, for some indexing set I, it is a direct 
summand of I][ R by the proof of Proposition 2.1. So Ext(M, K) = 0. 
Therefore, (2) splits; i.e., M is projective. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. A bounded module M is pure-projective and pure- 
injective. 
Proof. By [14, Theorem G] M has a maximal pure-projective 
pure submodule N. Say N= Oie, N,, Ni is indecomposable and fmite- 
dimensional for each i E I. Since M is bounded, the set { Ni: i E I) has only 
finitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules. By 
Proposition 2.1 N is pure-injective. So, M = N i M’. The choice of N and 
the hypothesis that A4 is bounded imply that M’ = 0. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.4. A preprojective module M is pure-projective f and and 
onl~v if M = u ;?= ,Mi, where M, is a bounded pure submodule of Mi+ , , 
i= 1, 2, . . . 
ProoJ Suppose M= Oi,, Ali, AJ: an indecomposable preprojective 
module for each i E I. 
By [ 14, Sect. 2.51 the set S of isomorphism classes of indecomposable 
preprojective modules is denumerable. Say S= {P,, P?, . ..). For each 
natural number k, let N, = @ (M:: i E I and Ml. is of type Pk}. Let 
hf, = N, @ . . @ Nk . Any indecomposable finite-dimensional direct sum- 
mand of ill, can be extended to a maximal pure-projective pur submodule 
of M,; moreover, all maximal pure-projective pure submodules of a 
module are isomorphic, [ 14, Proposition G]. Since Mk is itself pure-pro- 
jective itis a maximal pure-projective puresubmodule of itself From these 
and the uniqueness of the decomposition fa module into a direct sum of 
finite-dimensional i decomposable modules [ 1, Theorem 12.41 we deduce 
that M, is bounded. By construction, M, is a direct summand of M, + r . 
Moreover, M = UT!, Mi. 
For the converse, let M, =O. By Corollary 2.3 we have that 
ni = Mid r -i- &I;. for some submodule M; of Mi, i = 1,2, 3, . . . . We shall be 
done if we show that M = C,“=, .Ml because Ml, being a direct summand 
of a bounded module, is bounded and so is pure-projective. Now 
M, = Ml c x;c I M:. Suppose that M,, c xi”=, M;. Since M,, I = 
M,, i M:, + , we get that M, + , c XT= I M:. Therefore, M= C;: 1 MI. The 
sum is direct because M, = M’, i ... i Mk for any natural number n. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Every module M can be put in the form M = NO F, 
where F is projective and N has no projective quotient modules. Moreover, N 
is uniquely determined by M. 
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Proof Since rl[, R is projective any submodule of n, R is projective 
Let N be the intersection fthe kernels of the homomorphism ‘1: M-, R. 
The module M/N is isomorphic to a submodule of , where d is he 
cardinahty of the set of homomorphisms from M to Mz NQhQN 
Ef M’ is any submodule of M that has no projective quotient than ir 
projection into M/N must vanish. Therefore. M’ c :V. 
Proof: Since R is hereditary one direction is clear. Suppose eeeq 
finite-dimensional submodule of M is projective. Let 
O-+K+P-+M4@ i31 
be a pure-projective resolution of M. In such an exact sequence, P = QPi> 
where Pi is isomorphic to an indecomposable ~~ite~dime~s~ona~ submoduie 
of M, K is pure in P. By hypothesis, P is projective. So K is also projective. 
By [I. Section 271 there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of 
indecomposable projective R-modules. So, by Proposition 2.1 K is pure- 
injective. So. (3) splits. Therefore M is a direct summand of 1’. 
Analogues of Corollary 2.2 and Propositions 2.5 and 2.6 in abeiian group 
theory require that the groups be countable (see [S. Theorem 99.1. 
Corollary 19.2. Theorem 19.17 ). 
We now show that if an algebra R is countable then el;ery torsion-free 
R-module is an ascending union of pure-projective R-modules. To that end 
we recall that there is a torsion-free indecomposable R-mod&e, QK- that 
plays the same role for torsion-free R-modules that the group of rational 
numbers plays for abelian groups: every torsion-free R-module is contained 
in a direct sum of copies of QR. There is a minimai number of copies of QR 
requ for a given torsion-free module ilf, with the property thy 
iQr /M is torsion and regular. This number is calied the rtznic of 51. 
The subscript R in & is omitted if no confusion results. 
When R is a Kronecker algebra, Q is easy to describe. Recall that a 
ii-‘rorreckrr rr;odule M is a pair of vector spaces (IV:) A12) over a field K
together with a K-bilinear map from K” x M, to Mz, where K* is K6B %. 
We say that M, is the donzain space and M, the ra,rrge s*~a 
enough to describe the bilinear map on a basis (a- h)-whi 
fixed in this paper-of K’. The algebra over which (M,, M?) is a module is 
called a R~onrcker algebra (see [ 121 for a description). The role of Q is 
played by B’= (K(X), K(X)), where k’(X) is the vector space of rational 
functions in one variable X. The bilinear map is given b) 
af =,C bf = Xj; 
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Kronecker modules are connected with modules over an arbitrary tame 
hereditary algebra via 
PROPOSITION 2.7 (cf. 8, Corollary 2.3, [3, Proposition 2.21). Let Mod-R 
and Mod-S be the categories qf right modules over a Kronecker algebra R 
and a tame hereditary algebra S over the same .field as R. Then there is an 
embedding T: Mod R + Mod S with the properties that T is exact and full 
and T commutes with direct limits and preserves finite-dimensional modules. 
Moreover, T(Mod-R) is closed under the formation of pure extensions, pure 
submodules, and pure quotients. Moreover, T(g) = Q,. 
The last proposition helps one transfer some results on Kronecker 
modules to arbitrary tame herediatary algebras, e.g., Proposition 2.9. 
It follows immediately from the definition ofa bounded module that a 
direct summand of a bounded module is bounded. That the same holds for 
any submodule of a bounded module requires proof-unlike the situation i
[ 1 l] and [lo], where it is immediate from the definition of “bounded” that 
submodules inherit the property. 
In [ 141 the indecomposable preprojective modules are enumerated- 
(Pfl),, kd? fV the natural numbers. Moreover, there is a nonzero map from 
P,, to P,, if and only if m < n; and each preprojective ndecomposable 
modules has only finitely many predecessors inthe above ordering (see 
[ 14, Sect. 21). 
LEMMA 2.8. A submodule of a bounded torsion-free module is bounded. 
Proof Let N be a submodule of the bounded module M. By 
Corollary 2.3, M= Oi,, Mi, where the set of isomorphism classes in 
{M;: i E Z} comes from a finite s t { Pj: j E J). The natural projection fM 
to Mi restricted o N’, N’ an indecomposable finite-dimensional direct sum- 
mand of N, shows that N’ d Pi, jE J’ c J. Each P, has only finitely many 
predecessors. So the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable iinite- 
dimensional direct summands of N is finite. Moreover, d(N’) d cjEJ d( Pi). 
So N is bounded. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let S be a countable algebra. Then every torsion-free 
S-module M is an ascending union of pure-projective modules. 
Proof: Since the algebra is countable so is the field K. The Kronecker 
module d = (K(X), K(X)) is, therefore, an ascending union of finite-dimen- 
sional modules. By Proposition 2.7 so is Q, = Q. Say Q = U,9”=, Q,,, where 
Qtr~Qn+,, Q,, finite-dimensional for n = 1, 2, . . . . Suppose Mc 0 I Q. The 
ith summand of OI Q, Qj is an ascending union U ,“=, Q inr where Q, = Q,, 
for all iE I. So Bit I Qin is bounded. By Lemma 2.8, M, = M n (0 iE t Q,) is 
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also bounded. hence pure-projective by Corollary 2.3. Since M,, c M,,,- L
and M = U,:= i M,,? we are done. 1 
If the field K is uncountable the Kronecker module 2 cannot be ~TI 
ascending union of pure-projective modules. First we recal! that the 
indecomposable preprojective Kronecker modules {I’,, I ;= ihave the form 
p,, = ( p121 > PA where P,,l, PnZ have respective bases (ijIn, . ..) c ; n--!.n;: 
(i’h’l,l, ...r H’ , /and the action of the fixed basis (cl, uh) of R’ is given by 
/-Jr L In = i!‘lri % L(L’;,, = IL’,,, = ho, ~~ ,n i = 2, ...r fi- 2, hL II 1. n= II’,,;, i5) 
Le: M = (M, , M3 j be a torsion-free Kronecker module. An element :i’ in 
121, is said to gin a submodule of A4 of type P,, if there are elements in M 
satisfying (5 jwith N’,,~ = 12’. 
PYOC$ Since M is a direct sum of finite-dimensional submodules, I:* is 
contained in V,. where ( V,, b’?) is a finite-dimensional direct summand of 
The solutions ,yH of (6) are therefore in P’,. y 19, Remark Ml the 
distinct elements in (xe : 8 E K, (8, xe) is a solution of (6) i are linearly- 
Since V, is finite-dimensional, (6) has only finitely many 
In 9 = (X(X), K(Xj), with IV = 1, Eq. (6) has as many solutions a there 
ahe elements in K. One simply lets x0 = l;;(X- 0) for any 8 in i% Suppose K 
is uncountable and A’ is an ascending union of pure-projective mo 
u,“= IV’,. Then, by Lemma 2.10, (6) has only finitely many soiutions 
with iv= 1. ence (b - @a) ,x0 = 1 has only countably many solutions in
U,” 1 c’i = 9, a contradiction. So if K is uncountable, 8 is not an ascending 
union of pure-projective modules. Putting this and Proposition 2.9 together 
we get 
THEOREM 2. I 1. Erery torsinn$ee Kronecker modw’e is LM ascendi!?g 
rr.?zion of pure-projrctizle modules if and on/y if the a1,gebrG is countcbie. 
A different type of proof is needed for the next proposition. 
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Proof Suppose R has only countably many prime elements, 
{PI, P2 , . . . ). We let S = {s, s2, . . . } be the countable set of finite products of 
powers of these prime elements. From this point on we can rely on [S, 
Corollary 18.41 by letting s,play the role of n there, after noting that all 
the results relied on in [S] hold for modules over principal ideal domains 
after formal changes. 
Suppose R has uncountably many prime elements. Let Q be the quotient 
field of R. Since Q is of rank 1 as an R-module, every submodule of Q is of 
rank 1. (The rank of a torsion-free R-module M is the dimension of the ten- 
sor product M OR Q as a Q-vector space.) Therefore, ifQ is an ascending 
union of direct sums of cyclic modules, it is an ascending union of cyclic 
modules. Say Q = Uy= , Ra,. Let (p,: i E I} be an uncountable set of prime 
elements of R. Since R is a unique factorization domain the set ( l/p,: i EI) 
cannot be contained in uF= 1 RN~. Therefore, 
Q # U Rai for an {a,, al, . . . . 1 c Q. 1 
i=l 
Other examples of the influence ofthe size of the algebra R on properties 
of R-modules can be found in [6]. 
3. PROOFS OF THE RESULTS ON SEPARABLE MODULES 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Every separable module M is a pure submodule of a 
direct product of indecomposable preprojecthe modules. 
ProojY We define a map 
lr: M+ JJ M,, 
/E-J 
where {M,:~E .I} is the set of all indecomposable finite-dimensional tor-
sion-free quotients of M. Set n(m) = (rci(m):j~ J}, where rcj is the natural 
projection fM onto Mj. From the separability of M we deduce that if 
rn #O then rr(f~r) #O. So M is embedded in ni,, A$. The construction 
ensures that K(M) is pure in njEJMJ (see, e.g., [16] for details). 1 
PROPOSITION 3.2. A countable-dimensional separable module is pure- 
projective. 
Proqf Let M be a separable module generated by nz,, m,, . . . . Let M, 
be a finite-dimensional direct summand of M that contains m,. Assume 
that we have constructed an ascending chain M, G M, c ... c M, of 
finite-dimensional direct summands of M such that nz,, nf2, .. . . m, are 
contained in Mj, i= 1, . . . . n. Since M, is finite-dimensional there is a 
finite-dimensional direct summand M, + , of M which comains M:, and 
y construction, M = U,?> 1 M; with Mi a direc summand of Mi _ [. 
e, by Proposition 2.4, M is pure-projective. 
We can gee a bit more from the last prool’: 
Proqf: Let S = Jo?,) tr2?, . ..). be a countable subset of M. The proof of 
Proposition 3.2 puts S in M’= UT= i Mi, where Mi is a smite-dimensional 
direct summand, hence a pure submodule, cf M, M, c Mi+ ], I = 1: 2, .: 
and M’ is pure-projective, by Propositions 3,1, C, and 2.4. Since c?r: 
ascending union of pure submodules is pure, M’ is pure in M. 
The key to the characterization f separable Kronecker modufes in 
Theorem 3~9 is Theorem 3.7-the proof of which requires severzi 
preliminary results. 
~KOPOSITION 3.4 (cf. 14, Corollary 2,331. ier N be a submodu/e cf a 
rorsionT,+ee module M. Suppose N has no finite-d~~lensioila.’ d rectsurr..n:ar;d 
and h[.IN is torsion-free. Then N is a pure srthmod2le oJv hf. 
Lmfh4~ 3.5. Let M = ML -i- . . i M,, [f m i:fi has a fi~lite-di~letlsionc;i 
direct sumnzarzd then M has no indecomposable preprojecrii~e direct 
sumtmnd. 
Prooj Suppose N 4 M’ = M, N indecomposable preprojective. Let 
z be the natural projection of M onto N. Tf q~ jRI, f 0 then by 
j14, Corollary 2.21, Mj would have a finite-dimensional direct summand. 
So M, c M’ for i = 1, . ..~ 12. Hence N = 0. 
Let N be a subset of a torsion-free module M. There is a smallest sub- 
module N’ of M containing N with M/N’ torsion-free. This submodule is 
called the torsion-closure of N in M, and is denoted by tc,,N or tc N if 114 is 
understood. In fact, if {N;: ie I) is the set of all submodules of M contain- 
ing N with the property that M/N, is torsion-free than tc, N= piiel ,“r’: 
because M/fii,[ N, is isomorphic to itl M/N, via 1~2 -+- flit1 N, -+ 
!rn + ‘v’ i 1 ,!iE,,. If N = tc,N, AT is said to be torsion-closed in M. 
If ii’,, iEI, are submodules of ill then 
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An ascending union Uz i Ni of torsion-closed ubmodules of a torsion- 
free module is torsion-closed. Moreover, 
rank =maxrank {N,: i= 1,2, ...). (8) 
The module P, described in(5) is denoted in [2] by IIIk. For k = 1,2, .. . 
rank P,= 1. (9) 
We need (7), (8), and (9) in the proof of Theorem 3.7. The next 
proposition ispart of [2, Theorem 6.61. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let M be a torsion-free Kronecker module. Suppose 
N = CT= L Nk, Nk a direct sum of modules of type P,, is a submodule of M. 
Then N is not a pure submodule of M if and only if, for some k, there is a 
submodule N;, of N, of type P, \lith N;, c VI + Vz c M, where each of the 
submodules V,, V2 is either 0 or of type P, + 1. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let M= (M,, M2) be a torsion-free Kronecker module. 
Then every countable subset of M, is contained in N2, where N= (N,, N2) is 
a pure submodule of M of countable rank. 
Proof. Let S = {it’, , i1’2, . . . } be a countable subset of M,. If (0, &vi), 
which is of type P, , is a direct summand of M, then we would have 
embedded u’l in the range space of a pure submodule of M of rank 
one. Otherwise, let (0, Ci) c V, + V,, Vi as in Proposition 3.6. Let 
Uz = tc,( V, + V2). By (9) and (7) Uz is of finite rank. So 
u*=u; i . ..i up, (10) 
where uf , i = 1, . . . . k,, is indecomposable. If none of these direct summands 
is finite-dimensional then Uz is a pure submodule of M by Lemma 3.5 and 
Proposition 3.4. If vi, in (10) is of type P, and is not a direct summand of 
A4 we apply Proposition 3.6 to get that Ui c Vi, + Viz, where Vi,, Vi, either 
are of type P, + L or are 0. So we get that U, c ~~=, (Vi, + V,), where 
Vi, + Vi2 = Vi if Ui is either infinite-dimensional or a finite-dimensional 
direct summand of M, otherwise Vi,, Iliz either are of type P,, , or are 0. 
Let 
u, = tc, 
( 
2 (Vi, + vj2 . 
i-l > 
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Again by (7), rank U, < X. We now subject G, to the same treatment as 
U, starting at(10). Continuing rank Uj inductively we get N’ = !J,“= i CTi 
with c!; c U,, , , Ui torsion-closed in M, and rank Ui < ‘GG, i = 1, 2, ,.. The 
remark before (8) and (9) implies that N’ is of countable rank and M/V’ :s 
torsion free. 
We now show that N’ is a pure submodule of M. The farst step is to 
show that every finite-dimensional direct summand N’ of NL is also a direct 
summand of M. Since N’ is finite-dimensional it is a direct summand of FYrZ 
for all 1~ > 11~~. 12~ sufficiently large. In proving that ic” is a direct summand 
of M Proposition 3.6 allows us to assume that IL” is indecomposable GF type 
P, (say). Let 
Cl,! = 11; + . . + 17: + . . + [I> (i I 
be the decomposition of U,, corresponding to that given in (IO) far k:,. 
Arrange that the infinite-dimensional c mponents in (1 i ) come after [I: ~- !, 
By Lemma 3.5 IV’ does not lie in U: i . i e/?. Let II‘, i’i5 .,.i ;-- _ be 
elements that give IV’, c’f? i== 1, . . . kjp [, respectively. Let- 
where I!‘~ E range space of U; in (11). 
By [! 1, Lemma 1.41 I~,=O if Ui is of type P, s r <ic; it’, = al ~9, if Uj, is 
of type Pk. Again by [ 11, Lemma 1.4 J, if ai Z 0 for any UiZ, of type PA, that 
is also a direct summand of M then N’ is a direct summand of M. So we 
may suppose that no such U:, is a direct summan of M. Therefore in the 
construction fN’ such U:, would have been put in Vi, + viz with V,:? & 
either 0 or of type P, + 1. The other nonzero components in ( Ii) are in 
indecomposable infinite-dimensional submodules of IV’. Therefore, 
Proposition 3.6 allows us to embed these components rn the range spaces 
of finite-dimensional submodules of N’ with no direct summands of type 
Pk. We have therefore put it’ in the range space of a ~~ite~d~rne~s~o~a~ 
submodule z;= I (Vi, + Viz), where each t’il is of type P,: r) k. So, 
N’ = tc,,(O, 1~) is contained in tc,,, (z;= ! ( YiI -I viz) = N” (say). The 
submodule N” GN’ cannot have a direct summand of type Pk (see, fccr 
example, the proof of [ll, Lemma 1.3.23). This is a contradiction 
to the hypothesis that N’ is a direct summand of N’ of type P,; .hence 
a direct summand of any submodule of N’ that contains N’. We have 
proved that every finite-dimensional direct summand of IV’ is also a direct 
summand of M. 
Let Y be a maximal pure-projective pure submodule of N’. The 
penultimate s ntence implies that every finite-dimensional direct sslmmand 
of V is also a pure submodule of M. Therefore, T’is pure in ,%a (see, e.g.? 
[2, Proposition 5.3(g)] j. By [14, Propositon G] N’/&’ has no finite- 
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dimensional direct summand. Since (Ml V)/( N’/V) r M/N’ is torsion-free 
we get from Proposition 3.4 that N’/V is pure in M/V. In general, 
ifLcNcMandLispure 
in N, N/L pure in M/L then 
N is pure in A4 
(13) 
(see, e.g., [14, Sect. F(b’)] or [2, Proposition 5.3(b)]). So from (13), N’ is 
pure in M. We have now embedded 1~‘~ in the range space of a pure 
submodule N’ of M of countable rank. We now proceed inductively to
embed S= (\v,, M’?: ... } in a similar submodule. 
Let it’s be the first element of S not in the range space of N’. Let 
q: &f-, M/N’ be the natural map. By what we have just proved (P()v~) isin 
a pure submodule p of M/N’ of countable rank. Let N’ = cp-‘(R2). By
(13), N2 is a pure submodule of M. We then move on to the first element of 
S not in the range space of N’. Continuing in this fashion we get an 
ascending union N = U ,T:, N’ of pure submodules Ni of A4 of countable 
rank with S in the range space of N. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Eueq, submodule of countable rank of a separable 
Kronecker module M is contained in a countable-dimensional pure-projecthe 
pure submodule qf M. 
Proof. Let N= (N,, Nz) be a submodule of M of countable rank. This 
means that N= tc, (0, ()v~, H’~, ...I). where (n,,, \I’*, . ..} is a countable sub- 
set of N2. The proof of Proposition 3.3 puts S = ( \v~, K~, . . . > in the range 
space of a countable-dimensional pure-projective pur submodule M’ of M. 
Since a pure submodule of A4 is also torsion-closed in A4 N is contained 
in M’. m 
THEOREM 3.9. A Kronecker module is separable if and only if it is a pure 
submodule of a direct product of indecomposable preprojectiue modules. 
Proqf. One direction is Proposition 3.1. Suppose M is a pure sub- 
module of a direct product, V, of indecomposable preprojective modules. 
Let S= (nz,, . .. m .$ be a finite subset of the range space of M. We must 
show that S is contained in the range space of a finite-dimensional direct 
summand of M. 
By Theorem 3.7 S is contained in N,, where N= (N,, N,) is a pure sub- 
module of M of countable rank. By [ll, Sect. 31, V is separable. So by 
Proposition 3.8, N is contained in a countable-dimensional pure-projective 
pure submodule V’ of I;. So N is also countable-dimensional. Since M 
is pure in V and N is pure in M, N is also pure in V. Since V’ is pure in 
SEPARABLE bfODULE§ 
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P’. It’ is also pure in V’. A countable-dimensional pure submodule GZ a 
pure-projective module is pure-projective [S7Corollary I.5 1. So ia: ii: 
pure-projective. As S is a finite s t it is contained in the range space o!’ a
finite-dimensional direct summand N’ of N. Since ii’ is pure in M. N’ Is 
2iso a finite-dimensional direct summand of M. 
Rer?zark 3.10. The proofs given in Theorems 2.1 I, 3.7, and 3.8 gc 
through for algebras S with the following properties: 
(1) If S is uncountable then Q, is not an ascending union of pied- 
projective R-modules. 
(2) Let N be an indecomposable submodule of type P, of a torsion- 
free module M. Suppose N is not a direct summand of M. Then N is 
contained in some sum xi=, MicM, where Mz, i= I. . . . . I, is an 
indecompsable submodule of type P,,, ki > k. 
(3) An arbitrary direct product of indecomposable preprojectix 
modules is separable. 
(4) If a torsion-free module M is of rank a then there is a subset 
Ic M of cardinality 2 such that M= rc,l. 
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